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Abstract: The prediction of time series data is a forecast using 

the analysis of a relationship pattern between what will be 
predicted (prediction) and the time variable. The prediction 
process using the recurrent neural network (RNN) model could 
recognize and learn the data pattern of time series, but the 
presence of fluctuations in data makes the introduction of data 
patterns difficult to be learned. The data used for forecasting are 
tourist visits to Tanah Lot Bali tourist attraction for 10 years 
(2008-2017). The training process uses the RNN method on high 
fluctuating data, which requires a relatively long time in 
recognizing and studying the data patterns. Modification of the 
RNN method on learning rate and momentum by using dynamic 
values, can shorten learning time. The results showed the learning 
time using the RNN dynamic value, smaller than the variants of 
the RNN method such as the RNN Elman, Jordan RNN, Fully 
RNN, LSTM and the feedforward method (Backpropagation). The 
resulting error value is 0,05105 MSE. This value is smaller than 
the Fully RNN, Jordan RNN, LSTM and Feedforward methods. 
The elman method has the shortest training time among other 
models. The purpose of this research is to make a prediction 
design consisting of sliding windows techniques, training with 
neural network models and validation of results with k-fold 
cross-validation. 
Keywords: Time series, recurrent neural network, k-fold cross 
validation, sliding windows, prediction.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

Bali Island is one of the tourist destinations which is known 
globally, one of them is Tanah Lot tourist destination. With 
the various events held in Bali, it has a positive impact on 
tourist visits especially Tanah Lot. The Central Statistics 
Agency noted that tourist arrivals visiting Tanah Lot in 
January-December 2017 period reached 3.5 million tourists 
[1], and it has increased from the previous year [2]. However, 
in the few previous months there was a significant decrease in 
the number of tourist visits [1], it makes the determination of 
tourist visits can’t be predicted  [3]–[7]. One solution that can 
be used to determine the pattern of tourist visits is to perform 
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a prediction process [8]–[10]. By knowing the prediction 
pattern of tourist visits, it is expected to increase the 
knowledge of tourism object management, travel agents and 
the government to manage a better management of tourism 
objects [7] - [9]. Prediction of tourist visits is one of the 
predictions of time series data, there are some sequent 
variables depend on time [3]. Time series is a collection of 
sorted data observations in time[7], [11]–[13]. The method of 
time series is also a forecast method by using an analysis of 
relationship pattern between variables to be estimated with 
time variables [14]. There are various approaches in 
forecasting techniques, including statistical models 
[15]–[17], neural networks [18] and multivariates [19], [20]. 
Some approaches above have several advantages and 
disadvantages, including statistical models have a relatively 
large error rate, because the model applies the previous data 
to determine subsequent results[3], [21]. While the neural 
network model is able to study the overall data pattern and 
produce knowledge that can predict next some data [20]. The 
obtained results using neural networks have a relative small 
error rate when it is compared to other approaches [13], [22], 
[23]. The neural network method has several different 
architectures, generally the neural network architecture is 
divided into 2 namely: feed forward and recurrent neural 
network (RNN) [19]. The RNN method produces a smaller 
error value than feed forward, although the learning time is 
slightly longer than the feed forward nueral network [3], [8], 
[24]. The RNN network is a modification of feed forward 
with the main difference on the addition of associated neuron 
layer which provides a network output pattern to give 
feedback itself as input in order to produce the next network 
output. RNN is considered as a partial recurrent network 
because the connection is generally only in the form of feed 
forward  [25]. This recurrent network has two inputs, namely 
real input and contextual input. This recurrent network has 
two inputs, namely: real input and contextual input. There is 
Feedback that may cause the iteration process faster, thus 
making the speed of parameter updating and convergence 
faster. RNN model can recognize fluctuating patterns for a 
fairly high level of data fluctuation. There were several 
studies related to the optimization of RNN model in 
prediction case, including the comparison of meurowavelet 
model to predict the short-term of stock returns from 
high-prequency of financial data [26], [27], the use of RNN 
method in network performance is to measure the river flows 
[20].  
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The combination of ERNN method with Cooperative 
coevolution method produces a more stable predictive value 
comparing to the neuroevolution method [28].  
The modification of elman neural network produces more 
accurate prediction results, and the abnormal habits of 
internet use can be found [29]. This research applied 
Recurrent Neural Network approach to predict time series 
data, as well as the need to obtain an appropriate sample rate 
and optimize the size of the input windows (Windows Size). 

The present study is going to predict tourist visits by using 
sliding windows time series techniques and K-fold validation 
techniques toward the validation of training results, and using 
RNN model for the training process. This study also 
compared several neural network methods, so the 
comparison of each model toward predicted results can be 
known. 

II.  METHODOLOGY 

Reducing the learning time of data patterns and increasing the 
accuracy of the predicted results of tourist visits, it took 
several approaches and methods. This study applied the 
recurrent network approach and its optimization in predicting 
tourist visits. There were several stages in conducting the 
time series prediction process in this study, including ; 

• Step 1 The Normalization of data with vulnerable 
values between 0 and 1, aiming to reduce the 
target value (Y). 

• Step 2 Validation of the training and testing process 
by using the k-fold cross-validation technique 

• Step 3  Optimize the training process by determining 
the value of an optimal neural network 
architecture 

• Step 4 The prediction of time series data using sliding  
windows techniques. 

• Step 5 The comparison of the RNN Optimization 
model with different neural network 
architectural models. 

• Step 6 The normalization of prediction results, to 
produce true values. 

The optimization model testing is done by comparing the 
results of predictions with different neural network 
architectures, such as feed forward / back propagation, 
Elman, Jordan RNN, LSTM and fully RNN. Each subsection 
described the detailed process of calculating predictions. 
This study used Python program with tensorflow, hard and 
neurolab functions. The research data were the data of tourist 
visits in Tanah Lot attractions every month. There were 120 
vector data used in the prediction calculation process. 

A. Architectural prediction model 

In Figure 1 described the process of predicting tourist visits 
using the RNN method, as well as comparing methods with 
other neural network methods. The initial process begins with 
preprocessing data through the normalization process. Value 
xi which is the initial data consisting of 120 data vectors, the 
data consists of 2 values, namely: time (time of occurrence) 
and value (number of tourist visits). The value of xi after 
normalizing became x’. The value of x’ was then broken 
down into several by the k-fold cross validation technique, 
with a value of  k = 5. 

The training process using the RNN method begins with 
determining the value of each parameter, through several 

trials. These parameters include learning rate (α), momentum 

(µ), number of units in hidden layer and number of hidden 
layer (n). Determination of the optimal RNN architecture was 
carried out by conducting repeated experiments, to obtain the 
best value for training.  
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Fig. 1. Architecture of the proposed model. 

 
The next process was to predict using the sliding windows 
technique, the value of the window size (t) was determined 
based on the number of predictions going forward. Sliding 
windows technique on univariate data, the movement of the 
data was on the coherent time (windows size). If the value (t 
= 3) then the predicted value or target of xt is determined 
from  xt-3, xt-2,  xt-1. The final result of the prediction process 
was the prediction of the normalized visit value (xt) and the 
error rate value calculated using the MSE method. The final 
process was to change the predicted value  (xt’) to the actual 
value (xt), using de-normalization techniques. 

B. Data normalization and denormalization 

Data used in the prediction process were first normalized 
using the min-max normalization method [30]–[32]. The 
range value used in the normalization process is 0 ≤ n ≤ 1,  
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Normalization also aimed to include the range of original 
data to be the same as the range used in the Artificial Neural 
Network, namely sigmoid binner. The value that has not been 
normalized was represented by (x), then the normalization 
process was carried out using the mathematical formula (1), 
becoming (x'). 
 

 
(1) 

The Min-max normalization method is a normalization 
method by linearly transforming the original data [31], [33], 
[34], while the calculation of the Min-max method is 
described in equation 2. The normalization value is 
symbolized by x', the value of xi  is the data to be normalized, 
D is the maximum given value, C is the minimum given 
value. 
 

 
(2) 

 
xmin is the smallest value of the data, xmax is the largest value 
of the data, and (xmin, xmax} is the range of values of the data. 
As shown in Table I, the tourist visit data was normalized by 
using equation 1. Returning the results of normalization to its 
original condition can be done with denormalisation 
techniques. The denormalization calculation formula is 
described as follows, xi is determined by equation 2. 

C. K-Fold Cross Validation 

Cross-validation is a statistical model that aims to evaluate 
learning algorithms by dividing data into two sets [8], 
[35]–[37], the first data set is used for training data or training 
the model and the second dataset is used to test the model [8].  
 

S15 - Fold S2 S3 S4 S5

Data Set 120 Vektor Data (S)

24 24 24 24 24 

Vektor Data

S1Fold -1 S2 S3 S4 S5

S1Fold -2 S2 S3 S4 S5

S1Fold -3 S2 S3 S4 S5

S1Fold -4 S2 S3 S4 S5

S1Fold -5 S2 S3 S4 S5

Training Data Testing Data

 
Fig. 2. Cross validation with 5 fold 

 
Cross-validation has functions to assess / validate the 
accuracy of a model that is built based on a specific dataset 
[37]. Modeling usually aims to make predictions and 
classifications of new data that have never appeared in the 
dataset. The data used in the model development process is 
called as training data, while the data used to invariably 
model is called test data. Models that are too accurate for 
trained data will be models exclusively and produce good 
output for trained data, but cannot produce good output for 

validation data (data not included in the frame training), this 
event is called overfiting.  
To estimate the error rate of model that has been developed in 
the field of pattern recognition, K-Fold Cross Validation can 
be used as one of techniques of cross validation methods.. 
The use of K-fold cross-validation aims to eliminate bias on 
data. The process method divides the data into k subsets or 
folds, in this study using a K of 5 namely  S1, S2, S3 , S4, S5 
with the size of each subset of  24, as shown in Figure 2. 

D. Sliding windows technique 

The data forecasting of time series technique using the RNN 
algorithm, could also be done with the sliding windows 
method [38], [39] . This method allowed more accurate 
periodic data predictions, and the prediction process could be 
determined for several periods xi [27], [40], [41]. he RNN 
architecture design with the sliding windows method was 
shown in Figure 3. 

 
Fig. 3. Time Series Prediction with RNN 

 
The sliding windows technique was based on the 
predetermined size of the windows, the sample data can be 
converted to  x0, x1, x2, … , xn-1, xn, xn + 1 which is a series of 
data. If the time series data is set to  k, the interval data will 
change to xi-k, xi-k + 1, … , xi, xi + 1. As shown in Figure 4, the 
data interval is  xt-2, xt-1, xt, xt + 1 with a windows size of 3. the 
value of xi + 1 is obtained from the value of  xi-2, xi-1, xi . 
In the proposed model, the size of windows on windows size 
depended on the amount of data, where the window 
determined the prediction accuracy. Based on several 
experiments, the window size chosen in this study was 3, 
because it provided the best value and minimizes data 
reduction. The amount of data was 120 after going through 
the sliding windows process produces 3 data input variables, 
1 output variable, and there were 21 training vector data. The 
amount of data was reduced because windows size removed 
the last data value. 

http://www.ijeat.org/
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Fig. 4. Sliding windows with 3 windows size 

E. Data training with RNN model 

Recurrent Neural Network (RNN) is a neural network that 
has a Feedback connection[3], [6], [7], [42]. There are two 
types of Recurrent Network models, namely Elman Network 
and Hopfield Network. Elman Network is two-layer Back 
propagation network with the addition of a Feedback 
connection from output to input. This feedback makes Elman 
Network is able to study, recognize, and make temporary 
patterns such as spatial patterns [43]–[45]. 

Hopfield Network is used to store one or more target 
vectors. Recurrent architecture is almost the same as feed 
forward back propagation, but it is added with the context 
layer to accommodate the output of the hidden layer [8]. 
Feedback can cause the iteration process to be much faster, 
thus making the parameter update speed and convergence 
faster. The recurrent neural network structure consists of 
input, hidden layers, context layers and the output layer as 
shown in Figure 5. 

 
Fig. 5. Elman RNN Architecture 

The The Elman RNN architecture is almost the same as the 
Back propagation feed forward architecture, but coupled with 
the context layer to accommodate the output results from the 
hidden layer, as shown in Figure 5. The stages in the Elman 
RNN algorithm are [45], [46]; 
A simple RNN network, the input vector is equally 
distributed through layers weighting (w), but also combined 
with the activation of the previous state through an additional 
weight layer, U, where U is the delay weight. Each unit will 
calculate its activation as in the feed forward network in 
Figure 6. Each layer will have its own index variables (k) for 
output nodes,  (j) for hidden nodes, (h) for node context , and  
(i) for the input node. An advanced feed network has an input 
vector of  (x), which is propagated through a weighted layer. 

 
Fig. 6. Koneksi Antar Layer Elman RNN 

F. Prediction accuracy 

Accurate projection results are predictions that can minimize 
forecast errors [20], [47]. Estimated error of magnitude is 
calculated by reducing the real data with forecast [11], [48]. 
In addition, to determine the estimated error value, there are 
several techniques in calculating prediction errors, namely: 
the Mean Squared Error (MSE). 
Mean Squared Error (MSE) is a technique for evaluating 
forecasting methods [47], [49], [50]. Each error or remainder 
is squared. Then added up and added to the number of 
observations. This approach manages significant forecasting 
errors because they are squared. The method produces 
moderate errors which are probably better for small mistakes, 
but sometimes produce substantial differences [8], [51]. As 
shown in the following equation  3 ; 

 

 
(3) 

The value of yi is the value of the time measure i or minimum 
target on a neural network. fi is the predicted value at time i. 
The value of n is the number of data samples. 

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The prediction process starts from the preparation of the data, 
the used data was the data of tourist visits to Tanah Lot 
attractions. The range data was for 10 years, starting from 
2009 until 2018. It was about the number of visits each 
month, so there were 120 data records used for the prediction 
process. The data were then normalized, to match the data 
range with the activation function. The results of x’ 

normalization were changed into a time series data format 
with the size of the windows of 3. The time series dataset was 
converted into supervised learning, it aimed to be recognized 
and studied by the neural netowk model. 
To do the learning process, the optimal parameters of the 
neural network architecture were determined first. 
Determination of each parameter, such as learning rate, 
momentum, activation function and the number of hidden 
layers was determined based on the results of the experiment.  
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Optimal parameter values were used for the training process 
using the RNN model, and the obtained results were the value 
of the error rate or MSE compared to the results with 
different neural network architecture methods. The cross 
validation process was carried out at the end, to determine the 
validation of the training results for each fold. This research 
applied a fold amount of 5. The final result was 
denormalized, so that the actual value is obtained.. 

A. Preprosessing data 

Preprocessing data on the tourist visit prediction model, there 
are three main processes including such as ; 
▪ Normalization the data with min-max normalization, 
▪ Change the tourist visit dataset into a univariate time 

series dataset with windows size = 3 
▪ Convert the time-series dataset to a supervised learning 

dataset 
▪ Determination of optimal parameters in the liberal 

network architecture. 
The process begins with normalizing the dataset, out of 120 
datasets valued at xmax = 378,729, xmin = 87,400, D = 1, C = 0. 
By using the normalization equation, the calculation can be 
explained as follows; 
 

 
(4) 

Normalization results are outlined in Table 1, the highest 
value of normalization results is 1, while the lowest is 0. 
 

Table- I: Result of normalization data 
Date Data Normalisasi De-Normalisasi 

2009-01 189.806 0,351513 189.806 

2009-02 87.400 0 87.400 

2009-03 122.688 0,121128 122.688 

… … … .. 

2016-12 378.729 1 378.729 

… … … … 

2018-12 268.165 0,620484 268.165 

 
The denormalization process is carried out to return the 
value, returning to the original range. The results of 
denormalization are shown in Table I, the denormalization 
process can be carried out in the following way. 

 
(4) 

 
he normalized data was then converted into a sliding 
windows form by using the number of windows size of 3. 
Changing the data form to x1, x2, x3 is the input value, while 
x4 becomes the output value yout. Overall results of sliding 
windows can be described in Table I. 
The time series dataset shown in Table II, was subsequently 
changed into the form of supervised learning in order to be 
trained with the neural network model. In the supervised 
learning model the value of  x1, x2, x3  becomes the input 
value and the value of  x4 becomes the target value of  yout. 
The hidden layer value, in the form of the number and 
number of neuron units, is determined by several 
experiments. 

 
Fig. 7. Grafik of normalisasi dataset 

 Table- II: Time series dataset 
Date xi x2 x3 y 

2009-01 0,3515 0 0,1211 0,1025 

2009-02 0 0,1211 0,1025 0,2972 

2009-03 0,1211 0,1025 0,2972 0,4155 

… … … ..  

2016-12 1 0,7963 378.729 0,5625 

… … … …  

2018-09 0,6831 0,6244 0,4713 0,6204 

The next process after the dataset in the form of supervised 
learning was to determine the optimal neural network 
architecture. The determination of the optimal parameters in 
the neural network architecture, obtained from experimental 
results. The experimental results showed the optimal 
parameter values shown in Table III. The learning rate value 
used is 0.001, the number of hidden layers used in 
architecture, the number of neuron units used is 15, and the 
momentum value used is 0.001. 

Table- III: Neural network parameters for data 
training 

Parameter Value Information 

Unit Layer 10 Number unit layer 

Learning Rate 0,01 Learning rate NN 

Input Layer 1 Number of input layer 

Hidden Layer 3 Number of hidden layer 

Output Layer 1 Number of output layer 

Momentum 0,001 Value of momentum 

Transfer  Function Sigmoid Binner  

Weight Random  (0,1)  

 
The activation function used is sigmoid binner, and the 
determination of the weight value is a random number with a 
range of values from 0 to 1 Table III was used next for 
training on neural network models. The RNN method used in 
subsequent studies compared the results with several neural 
network architectures, such as Jordan RNN, Fully RNN, Feed 
froward NN. 
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B. Comparison Model Neural Network 

The comparison result of RNN optimization model for the 
prediction process with several other models were shown in 
Table III. Values that were used as reference points were the 
error rate (MSE) and training time generated from each 
model. Prediction results showed the results of the training 
show Elman RNN of 0.0703 with training time 00:17:36, 
while the testing value was 0.025317. The Elman RNN 
model had the smallest training time compared to other 
models.  

 
Table- IV: Comparison of performance using various 

prediction methods 
Algoritm Training (MSE) Testing (MSE) Training Time 

Elman RNN 0,0703 0,025317 00:17:36 

Jordan RNN 0,0639 0,029027 00:19:02 

Fully RNN 0,0639 0,029012 00:22:02 

Feedforward 0,0707 0,025171 00:18:16 

 
Prediction results using Elman RNN had a better result 
compared to neural network models with different 
architecture in terms of training time. The highest training 
value of 0.0707 was produced by the feed forward NN model 
while the lowest training value was generated by the Elman 
RNN model, but with a very small difference of 0,0004. The 
time needed to carry out the training process refers to the 
number of epochs of 105. 

C. Validation data training and testing with K-fold 
Cross validation 

Cross-validation is used to assess / validate the accuracy of a 
model that is built based on a specific dataset. Modeling 
usually aims to make predictions and classifications of new 
data that have never appeared in the dataset. The data used in 
the model development process is called training data, while 
the data used to invariably model is called test data. In this 
study, it used K value of 5, this is based on several 
experiments that have been done before.  

 
Table- IV: Comparison of performance using various 

prediction methods 
Algoritm Training (MSE) Testing (MSE) Training Time 

K-Fold 1 0,04827 0,04554 783 s 

K-Fold 2 0,06300 0,02371 788 s 

K-Fold 3 0,05174 0,02992 768 s 

K-Fold 4 0,04581 0,05137 849 s 

K-Fold 5 0,04646 0,03895 908 s 

Rata-rata 0,05105 0,0379 819 s 

 
Each dataset had 21 data records for the training process. 
Prediction results were foreach dataset (fold) was then taken 
an average value from the above experiment. The average 
value of training was 0.05105, the value of testing was 
0.0379, and the average training time was 819 seconds. The 
value obtained has a large enough difference, if compared 
without using the k-fold validations model, this is because the 
amount of data used is different so that the average taken is 
the result of training after being validated and averaged. 

IV. CONCLUSION & FUTURE WORK 

Tourism is an activity that is directly connected and involves 
the community, thus it brings various impacts on the local 

community. Tourist visits to Tanah Lot tourism objects have 
fluctuating data patterns, so we need a prediction system that 
can recognize the prediction patterns of tourist visits. The 
application of the Elman RNN model was able to recognize 
the pattern of tourist visit data, and the average training result 
was 0.05105 and testing was 0.0379, with an average training 
time of 819 s. The test results also showed the Elman RNN 
model had a better training time than the Jordan model RNN, 
fully RNN and feedforward NN. 
The prediction model of tourist visits to Tanah Lot attraction 
by using the Elman RNN model can be added by combining 
the model (Hybrid Model) with other models such as 
wavelets, clustering models and classification models. In 
addition, the RNN model can also be optimized by using 
several models such as Genetic Algorithms, particle swarm 
optimization, and evolutionary computation. In future 
research, the process of prediction of tourism visit can also do 
some optimization on RNN architectural parameters. This 
research can also use deep learning models such as GRU and 
LSTM as a reference for comparing RNN optimization 
model. 
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